Panel & Attendees
discussion

(if still present and want to join)
Francesco C., Bernhard B., Peter F., Adrien G., Robert H., Gerhard S.

We would also like the attendees to answer these questions (or ask new ones at the end) if they want as we would get an idea on what people are expecting from OpenModelica
What do you want to see in OpenModelica in the next 5 years? In which area should we focus?
- GUI?
- FMI 3.x / eFMI export/import?
- Library coverage?
- Scalability?
- Web-based/Cloud support?
- Parallelization/distributed simulation?
- Scripting & pre/post processing?
- Co-simulation, SSP (OMSimulator)?
- Digital Twins/IoT?

Future Directions of OpenModelica - Next 10 years

Why do you think there is no other open-source Modelica implementation? (except the no-longer developed JModelica)

Questions from the audience?